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Abstract
Distributed systems nowadays are the backbone of computing society, and are expected to have high availability. Unfortunately, distributed timing bugs, a type of bugs triggered by non-deterministic timing of messages and node crashes, widely exist. They lead to many production-run failures, and are difficult to reason about and patch. Although recently proposed techniques can automatically detect these bugs, how to automatically and correctly fix them still remains as an open problem. This paper presents DFix, a tool that automatically processes distributed timing bug reports, statically analyzes the buggy system, and produces patches. Our evaluation shows that DFix is effective in fixing real-world distributed timing bugs.

CCS Concepts  • Software and its engineering → Cloud computing; Software maintenance tools; • Computer systems organization → Reliability.

Keywords  Distributed system; Timing; Bug fixing

1 Introduction
Distributed systems such as scale-out storage systems [20, 24, 28, 57] and cloud computing frameworks [23, 56] are the backbone of our computing ecosystem. High availability of these systems is crucial, with minutes of outage costing millions of dollars [55, 66], but severely threatened by software bugs, particularly distributed timing bugs [31, 46, 70], a type of bugs triggered by non-deterministic timing of message communication or component failures (e.g., node crashes).

Distributed timing bugs impose a particularly large threat to system availability for several reasons. They are difficult to expose before code release, given their non-deterministic nature, and the limited scale and duration of in-house testing. Consequently, they widely exist in the field [14, 31, 33, 46] and easily manifest during large-scale and long-running production deployment, contributing to more than a quarter of cloud-system failures [70]. Although many recent tools [25, 32, 43, 45, 47–49, 63] can automatically detect these bugs, system availability does not improve until after these bugs are fixed. Unfortunately, correctly fixing distributed timing bugs is challenging for developers, as it involves global reasoning beyond one thread or one node, and often requires non-traditional synchronization, as we will elaborate below.

1.1 Examples
There are two types of distributed timing bugs: message-timing bugs and fault-timing bugs. Figure 1 illustrates a message-timing bug in MapReduce [3]. Starting
from the left-hand side of the figure, when a user issues a task-kill command, the resource-manager RM sends an RPC killAttempt to the application-manager AM; the RPC handler in AM then creates an event UP to asynchronously check the status of job J. Starting from the right-hand side of the figure, node-manager NM sends an RPC heartBeat to AM; the corresponding RPC handler in AM then creates an event AS to asynchronously update J’s status to ASSIGNED. Since these two sets of operations are concurrent with each other, UP may non-deterministically read the job status before AS updates the status to ASSIGNED, causing a JobNotExisting exception and a job abort.

A naïve way to fix this bug is to use a single-machine synchronization primitive like condition-variable wait to force the status read in UP to wait for the status update in AS. However, this could cause safety and liveness problems. The blocking wait may cause an RPC timeout in the RPC client, potentially leading to failures. Furthermore, it may cause deadlocks by blocking not only the status read but also the status update, as these two accesses may share the same event-handling or RPC-handling thread — the number of event-queue or RPC-server handling threads is usually configurable and is 1 by default in many of our benchmarks.

Fixing this bug in a distributed manner is still challenging. First, reasoning about the timing relationship among distributed operations is error prone. For example, naively forcing RM to send killAttempt after NM sends heartBeat cannot guarantee event UP to execute after event AS if the system configures multiple event or RPC handling threads. Second, it is not trivial to enforce a distributed execution order. It often involves adding either a distributed synchronization service like ZooKeeper [4] or a few new RPCs/messages among various nodes for coordination. Both may produce patches that are too complicated to adopt.

Figure 2 illustrates a fault-timing bug in HBase [2] (red explosion: bug-triggering crash; green explosion: tolerable crash). This function first remotely causes a record to be inserted into HMaster’s region-in-transition RIT map, indicating that a region is to be opened, and later remotely removes this record from RIT through a RegionOpened message, indicating that the region has been opened. If RS happens to crash in between, denoted by the red-explosion symbol in figure 2, HMaster would be stuck in a loop while (RIT.contains (h)), waiting for the record to be removed forever and making the whole HMaster service unavailable.

Clearly, fixing this bug cannot rely on traditional wait-based synchronization primitives like locks, condition variables, and semaphores — it is useless to wait as one cannot predict when a node would crash. Traditional file-system crash consistency does not help here either, as the impact of the crash goes beyond one node and beyond file systems.

1.2 Challenges & Goals

These challenges discussed above widely apply:

- Fixing distributed timing bugs often cannot rely on traditional synchronization primitives like locks and condition variables, as blocking waits cannot help fix fault-timing bugs, and can introduce new bugs if put in event/RPC handlers where most message-timing bugs are located [46, 48].
- Fixing distributed timing bugs often requires global code changes and reasoning about operation timing and side effects across threads, processes, and nodes.

In addition to these unique challenges, there are also generic challenges like keeping patches not only correct, but also reasonably simple and well performing [64].

These challenges are reflected in how developers fix distributed timing bugs in practice.

Fixing distributed-timing bugs lacks dominant or systematic strategy in practice. According to the previous study [46], a variety of schemes, including ad-hoc ones, are used by developers: about half are fixed by a set of schemes like message retries, message ignoring, message faking (e.g., the bug in Figure 2), and others that allow software to better tolerate buggy timing; <30% are fixed by proactively disabling buggy timing, including <10% using distributed waits; about 20% are fixed through significant data-structure and semantic changes (e.g., the bug in Figure 1), partly due to the difficulty of finding semantic-preserving patches.

Fixing distributed-timing bugs is time consuming and error prone. Similar to single-machine timing bugs [29], distributed timing bugs take days to months to fix, with bug understanding and patch design all taking time. Even distributed timing bugs tagged with the highest priority [1, 5] suffer from incorrect patch releases after many days’ patch design and review.

Although techniques have been proposed to help detect [32, 43, 45, 47–49, 63] and diagnose [21, 26, 42, 51, 54, 70, 71] distributed timing bugs, no techniques have been proposed.
to help automatically fix them. Auto-fixing has been proposed and heavily researched for local timing bugs where some use locks, condition variables, or well designed waits to fix multi-threaded concurrency bugs after these bugs are detected [36, 38–40, 50, 53, 67], and some [11] use domain-specific event policies to fix event races in web applications. Unfortunately, these techniques cannot handle distributed timing bug challenges discussed above.

Overall, it is desirable to have techniques that automatically apply a unified strategy to fix many distributed-timing bugs through best-effort patches similar to what a human would create. Such a technique can save manual effort in fix-strategy design, global reasoning, global code changes, and code correctness review. The resulting patches could serve as either temporary patches, which improve system availability while helping developers to figure out final patches (as long as the automatically generated patches are in source code, which DFix patches are), or directly as final patches.

1.3 Contributions

This paper proposes DFix, a tool that takes in distributed timing bug reports, and automatically generates best-effort patches for many of them, through static program analysis.

At the high level, DFix does not use traditional blocking-wait synchronization primitives. Instead, it systematically generates patches that handle observed buggy timing through rollbacks [40, 58, 59, 62, 67] or fast-forwards.

Specifically, to fix a message-timing bug, DFix patches a selected code region \( r \) to observe if \( r \)'s thread or node is executing undesirably fast, and if so, slow down by repeated roll-back and re-execution.

To fix a fault-timing bug, DFix patches a selected region \( r \) to observe whether another node has crashed at an undesirable moment and if so, rollback or fast-forward selected operations on behalf of the crashed node, pretending the crash occurred earlier or later.

At the low level, DFix uses static analysis to automatically decide where and how to observe buggy timing, and where and how to conduct rollback or fast-forward, so that the resulting patches satisfy several properties:

1. They are designed to only constrain the timing and not to change any computation logic of the original software execution. Specifically, the static analysis of DFix carefully avoids liveness violations like inserting blocking-waits inside RPC/event handlers, and safety violations like re-executing non-idempotent operations, etc.

2. They cover a wide variety of real-world fixing schemes through a unified high-level strategy. Depending on the rollback/fast-forward region location and length, some DFix patches are essentially equivalent with developer patches that proactively disable buggy timing, and some are equivalent with developer patches that reactively tolerate buggy timing (e.g., in the case of Figure 2); some involve message retries, and some essentially ignore or fake messages.

3. They often involve multiple threads and nodes. Through automated analysis and transformation, DFix relieves developers from distributed reasoning and code changes.

4. They do not introduce severe degradation to performance or code complexity. DFix intentionally gives up its bug fixing if the patch would be too complicated.

We evaluate DFix on all the 22 real-world distributed timing bugs reported by recently proposed message-timing bug detector DCatch [48] (10 bugs) and fault-timing bug detector FCatch [49] (12 bugs), which come from Cassandra, HBase, MapReduce, and ZooKeeper. DFix automatically fixes 17 of them with similar performance and simplicity as manual patches. The source code of DFix and details about all the bug benchmarks, including patches generated by DFix and patches provided by developers, are all available at our website https://github.com/SpectrumLi/TimingBugFixing.

In summary, DFix is not a panacea. There are distributed timing bugs that DFix cannot fix. There are also bugs that DFix can fix but cannot fix in the most desirable way, particularly when the ideal patch requires semantics changes, which DFix has no conceivable way to automatically generate with correctness guarantees. However, we believe DFix provides a solid starting point towards solving this critical problem of patching real-world distributed timing bugs, which is very challenging for developers to manually reason about even after bug detection as we will see in DFix design, and improving availability of distributed systems.

2 Background

Distributed Timing Bugs

Previous study [46] categorizes real-world distributed timing bugs into two types, with each type containing two sub-categories, as illustrated in Figure 3. Before we present how DFix fixes these two major types in Section 3 and 4, we explain all the sub-categories below.

Message-timing bugs can be categorized into order violations and atomicity violations. A message order violation manifests when an operation \( B \) unexpectedly accesses a shared resource before an operation \( A \), like reading data before initialization (figure 3a). \( A \) or \( B \) or both are initiated through messages. The bug shown in figure 1 belongs to this category. A message atomicity violation manifests when an operation \( B \) unexpectedly executes in between and hence violates the atomicity of a code region \( A_1\ldots A_2 \) (figure 3b). \( A_1, A_2 \), and \( B \) access the same resource, with at least one initiated by messages.

Fault-timing bugs can be similarly categorized. In a fault order violation, operation \( B \) cannot proceed until \( A \) initiated by another node has executed. Unfortunately, when that other node crashes before \( A \) or drops a message whose handler conducts \( A, B \) waits forever and causes the system to
partially or completely hang (figure 3c). The bug shown in figure 2 belongs to this category. In a fault atomicity violation, when a node unexpectedly crashes in a specific time window, denoted by $A_1$–$A_2$ in figure 3d, it leaves a system state that cannot be correctly handled by its recovery routine. Once that system state is read by the operation $B$ in figure 3d, the recovery attempt or the whole system fails.

**DFix Front End** As an auto-fixing, not bug-detection, tool, DFix relies on its front end to provide accurate bug reports. Ideally, a bug report should contain (1) the bug type — which one out of the four types listed in figure 3; (2) racing instructions and buggy window boundaries — all the operations illustrated in figure 3, each identified by its static instruction ID and dynamic context (call stack and causality stack), under which the bug is triggered. DFix is not responsible for fixing unreported bugs and unreported contexts.

Here, causality stack refers to a sequence of causal operations that lead to the execution of $I$: when $I$ is inside an event handler, the top of its causal stack is the corresponding event enqueue operation; when $I$ is inside a message or RPC handler, the top of its causality stack is the message/RPC sending operation from another node; when $I$ is inside a regular thread, the top is the thread creation from its parent. Causality stack is crucial to identify dynamic context related to bug manifestation [48, 49].

We expect DFix to work with most dynamic distributed-timing bug detectors, as information like bug type and racing instructions are fundamental bug components and should be reported by most detectors. The dynamic context needed by DFix may not be reported by default, but should be easy to extract from any dynamic detector. The current DFix prototype uses DCatch [48] and FCatch [49] as front end for message-timing and fault-timing bugs, respectively. The bug report inputs used in DFix experiments can be found at https://github.com/SpectrumLi/TimingBugFixing.

### 3 Fixing Message-Timing Bugs

#### 3.1 Overview

This section uses a simplified example from the real-world bug in figure 1 to explain how a DFix patch works and what are the key challenges in patch generation.

**Running Example** Figure 4 contains data races to a shared heap object state from the event handler `handle` and the RPC function `update`, denoted as $A$ and $B$ respectively. A job fails if $B$ reads `state` before $A$ updates `state`. Consequently, the patch should make sure $A$ executes before $B$. Note that, $B$ exists in an event handler instead of an RPC function in the real bug illustrated in figure 1. The simplification in figure 4 does not make the bug easy to fix: forcing RM to invoke RPC after NM (not shown in figure 4) still cannot guarantee $B$ to execute after $A$ due to the asynchronous nature of $A$; blocking-wait before $B$ still incurs deadlocks and undesirable RPC timeouts. We will explain how to fix the original bug later in this section.

**Roadmap** All DFix patches for message-timing bugs, including both order violations and atomicity violations, contain similar components: somewhere before $B$ like $O_1$ in figure 4, the patch calls `DF_CHECK` to see whether $B$’s thread is executing too fast based on a flag set by `DF_SET` somewhere else like $O_2$ in figure 4, and, if so, the patch calls `DF.Rollback` to roll back the execution to a place marked by `DF.ReEx.Start` like $O_3$ in figure 4 and uses repeated re-execution from `DF.ReEx.Start` to slow down (the meaning of $B$ is explained in Section 2).

To generate these patches, DFix takes several steps as sketched out in Algorithm 1:

First (line 2), DFix decides the re-execution region location by analyzing functions on the causality stack of $B$. The starting location of re-execution is particularly important, which is denoted as `Loc.Start` in Algorithm 1 and exemplified by location $O_3$ in figure 4. The details of this step is explained in Section 3.2.

Second (line 5), DFix decides where to check the buggy-timing and potentially initiate rollback by analyzing functions on the causality stack of $B$ and the `Loc.Start` identified above. This location is denoted as `Loc.Check` in Algorithm 1. It is sometimes right before the race instruction like $O_2$ in figure 4, but not always. The details are in Section 3.3.

Third (line 8), DFix generates code snippets that conduct the rollback by analyzing the locations of `DF.ReEx.Start` and `DF.Check` — whether they are inside the same function, whether they are inside the same node, and others. These code snippets are underneath `DF.ReEx.Start` and `DF.ReEx.End`.

---

**Figure 3.** Distributed message-timing bugs ((a) and (b)) and distributed fault-timing bugs ((c) and (d)).
and DF_ROLLBACK located at ② of figure 4. The details are explained in Section 3.4.

Finally, DFix generates code snippets to allow its patch finding out the buggy timing at run time. Specifically, DFix decides where to set and unset a buggy-timing flag (line 11–15 in Algorithm 1), exemplified by the DF_SET located at ① in figure 4; DFix also generates the parameters for DF_SET, DF_UNSET, and DF_CHECK calls (line 18–21, 27–31). The details are presented in Section 3.5.

3.2 Where does the Re-execution Start?
The starting point of re-execution (i.e., the rollback destination) cannot be arbitrary. Particularly, it cannot be inside resource-holding or time-sensitive regions, like lock critical sections or event/RPC handlers, as repeated re-executions can cause deadlocks and/or timeouts. In fact, there may be no suitable rollback destination throughout the thread of B, because if B is in an RPC or event handler, everywhere in B thread is prone to deadlocks and/or timeouts.

Solutions Starting from the location right before B, DFix searches backward for a suitable rollback destination along B’s causality stack (i.e., not call stack like previous local concurrency-bug fixing tools [38, 39]). Given a location L, DFix makes the following check: (1) if L is inside a lock critical section, the search continues at where the corresponding lock was acquired; (2) if L is inside an event handler, the search continues at where the corresponding event was enqueued in another thread; (3) if L is inside an RPC or message handler, the search continues at where the RPC request was invoked at another node. If L does not fall into any of the three cases above, it is chosen as the starting point of re-execution (i.e., rollback destination), denoted as LocStart.

For the bug in figure 4, the search starts from inside the update RPC handler, right before B in the middle column of the figure. Since the rollback destination cannot be inside an RPC handler, the search moves to the RPC caller side on node RM, and ends at right before the RPC request on RM (i.e., ③ in figure 4).

![Algorithm 1: Patching a message-timing bug](image)

1Inputs to this algorithm are provided by the front-end bug detector, and are explained in Section 2 and Figure 3. We use PATCH X ⊕ Y to indicate that a DFix patch inserts code snippet X at location Y.

3.3 Where to Check Timing and Initiate Rollback?
Somewhere before B and after the starting point of re-execution LocStart, the patch should check for the buggy timing and
potentially initiate the rollback (i.e., invoking DF_ROLLBACK based on the DF_CHECK result in figure 4). There is a trade-off here about the DF_CHECK and hence DF_ROLLBACK location: on one hand, we prefer the checking to be closer to LocStart, as a shorter rollback/re-execution region is easier to guarantee correctness; on the other hand, we prefer the checking to be closer to B, as it is easier to predict whether B will execute shortly before B.

### Solutions

To balance this tradeoff, DFix starts from LocStart identified earlier, and searches forward along B’s causality chain towards B for a suitable location LocCHECK, so that LocCHECK dominates B and the resulting region is the longest one that contains no side-effect instructions. This way, we can easily guarantee that repeated rollback and re-execution will not change program semantics without checkpoints. DFix gives up its patching attempt if LocCHECK ends up in a different node from B.

Naturally, all read operations and writes to stack variables whose stack frames are rolled back (e.g., the write to tA and state in function update of figure 4) are free of side effects. An event enqueue, an RPC call, and a message sending are free of side effects if the corresponding handler only updates return values or stack variables during re-execution. This applies for RM’s RPC request in figure 4, because the update function only updates stack variables before B.

#### 3.4 How to Rollback

Since every rollback region in DFix patches is free of side effect, rollback and re-execution do not require any checkpointing and can be repeated for many times without introducing new bugs. We just need to pick different re-execution mechanisms for intra-node situations and inter-node situations, respectively.

To roll back a code region inside one thread or one handler, the patch puts the code into a loop and rolls back by a loop continue — such a loop and loop continue are put underneath DF_ReEx_Start and DF_ReEx_End surrounding the RPC call on RM in figure 4. Inter-procedural rollback is done similarly and uses exception throw to rollback from the callee function to the caller.

To roll back code regions across threads, handlers, or nodes, the rollback procedure is essentially multiple intra-thread/handler rollbacks chained together. Starting from the thread/handler where rollback is initiated (e.g., DF_ROLLBACK in figure 4), every thread/handler simply terminates itself and then informs its causality parent (i.e., the parent thread, the message sender, the event creator, etc.) to also rollback until the rollback-destination thread/handler is reached, where a loop continues to launch re-execution (e.g., the loop underneath DF_ReEx_Start and DF_ReEx_End in figure 4).

How to inform the causality parent to rollback varies for different causality operations:

For RPC calls or other synchronous messages, this is done by throwing a remote exception/error. For example, in figure 4, DF_ROLLBACK throws an exception with the exception handler executing loop continue on RM as part of DF_ReEx_End.

For asynchronous causal operations like event enqueues, a flag variable is used to coordinate between the event handler and the event creator function C. After C enqueues the corresponding event, it repeatedly checks the flag until:

1. the flag is set by the event handler indicating that no buggy timing is observed and hence no rollback is needed, in which case C continues its execution; or
2. the flag is set by the event handler indicating that buggy timing is observed and rollback is needed, in which case C rolls back itself and notifies its causality parent; or
3. the flag is not updated for a threshold amount of time and C is a time-sensitive code region like in an RPC handler. In this case, C rolls back and throws an exception to trigger an RPC resending. The patch makes sure that the re-sended RPC does not cause redundant event enqueues. This is how the original bug in figure i is fixed in a semantics-preserving way.

#### 3.5 How to Observe the Buggy Timing

At the checking site identified earlier, the DFix patch checks a flag to decide whether the current thread is executing too fast. In figure 4, this checking is done by DF_CHECK function and the function parameter helps decide which flag to check.

The challenge here is to maintain a precise flag, particularly (1) when to set and unset the flag, and (2) how to distinguish flags that belong to different dynamic instances of one static bug. The latter was ignored by local concurrency-bug fixing tools [38, 39], but is particularly important in cloud systems, where the same instruction could execute for many times (e.g., once per task attempt or job) and ordering is expected only among certain dynamic instances (e.g., the status read of job J needs to wait for initialization of J only, not other jobs).

### Solutions

For an order violation \(\{A, B\}\), a flag is set right after A, and B can execute once the flag is set (line 12 in Algorithm 1). For an atomicity violation \(\{A_1–A_2, B\}\), a flag is set right before \(A_1\) and reset right after \(A_2\), and B can execute if the flag is not set (line 14 in Algorithm 1).

Since different dynamic instances of A or B could access different objects, DFix creates a flag map for each bug, indexed by the hash-code of the race object \(m\) accessed by racing instructions. DF_CHECK and DF_SET in figure 4 use such hash code as parameters, which help locate the right flag.

The remaining question is to figure out which object will be accessed by the buggy instruction B at the checking site. This is trivial if DF_CHECK is right before B like that in figure 4, but challenging otherwise like that in figure 5.
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4 Fixing Fault-Timing Bugs

4.1 Overview

We use the bug discussed in figure 2 to demonstrate how DFix fixes a fault-timing bug through fast-forward.

Running example As shown in figure 6, HMaster’s thread 1 executes a loop that exits only when a specific entry name is removed from the RIT map. This entry is inserted through a request by RS right before the process function, and is removed through an OPENED handler in HMaster-Thread 2 also remotely requested by RS at A2. When RS crashes inside this process function before the OPENED request is sent out at A2, HMaster gets stuck in the while loop, making the whole HBase system unavailable.

Roadmap All DFix patches for fault-timing bugs contain similar components: right before where the failure gets exposed according to the bug report like in figure 6, the patch checks whether another node N_{fault} has crashed in the buggy time window. If so, this checking node attempts to either rollback (in rollback patch) or fast-forward (in fast-forward patch like figure 6) some of the crash-persistent operations on behalf of N_{fault} (i.e., inside DF_FastFwd in figure 6); logging surrounding the buggy time window (i.e.,

Figure 5. Pre-computation of race-object hash-code.

DFix first statically identifies all instructions that may affect the race-object identity along any path between DF_CHECK and B. To do so, DFix extends traditional static slicing by concatenating slices in multiple threads or handlers together along the causality chain (line 18 in Algorithm 1). DFix then puts these instructions together, with variable names adjusted (e.g., replace tiss.f1 by o.f1) or replaced by corresponding getter method (e.g., replace tiss.f1 by o.getf1()), to get the race-object reference for DF_CHECK. Finally, DFix statically checks whether the above pre-computation is idempotent. If not, DFix simply uses a constant number as the flag-map key, making all dynamic instances of a bug share the same flag (line 19–21 in Algorithm 1).

For example, in figure 5, DFix wants to pre-compute the race-object identity, which is state used by B in Thread 2, right after the event-enqueue in Thread 3. To accomplish this, static slicing starts from B and identifies two operations that determine the identity of state in the handle function, as indicated by the arrows in figure 5. Then, following the causality chain, DFix knows that the handle’s parameter e is actually the local variable et inside the update function in Thread 3. Then, these related instructions are cloned to function update with some name adjustment (i.e., replacing e by et) to pre-compute the race-object identity.

The above pre-computation is accurate when other threads cannot affect which object B would access between DF_CHECK and B (i.e., no time-of-check time-of-use races [15, 16]).

DFix proves this assumption when (1) B accesses a global/static object; or (2) the pre-computation only reads variables whose content cannot be changed by other threads between the checking and B, like local variables, final variables, heap objects whose references haven’t been put to another shared objects yet. etc. When DFix cannot prove so, it still generates the patch. In the very rare cases when a TOCTOU race happens right before a buggy timing occurs, the patch would fail to fix the bug but would not introduce new bugs.

3.6 Patch Correctness Analysis

DFix carefully prevents its patches from introducing new bugs through several efforts. First, DFix makes sure that the rollback/re-execution region in its patch does not contain any side-effect operations (Section 3.3), and the extra pre-computation conducted to observe the buggy timing is idempotent (Section 3.5). This way, DFix patches guarantee to only change the execution timing, but not introducing new program semantics. Second, a DFix patch does not introduce any blocking wait inside RPC handlers, given its overall design and its safety-net timeout (Section 3.4), and hence does not introduce any unexpected RPC timeout exceptions. Third, DFix sets a threshold for the number of rollbacks in its patch (20 by default). This way, a DFix patch is guaranteed not to cause deadlocks, although in theory it may fail to prevent a bug manifestation that could have been prevented if there were more rollbacks. We further elaborate on the last point. Naively, one may want to delay B until A is executed. However, doing so may cause deadlocks if A never executes, a realistic issue in distributed systems where a node crash easily makes an instruction that was supposed to execute disappear. This is why DFix needs to set a threshold for the number of rollbacks.

Furthermore, although unnecessary for patch-correctness guarantees, DFix still makes its best effort in analyzing whether the waited-for instruction is guaranteed to execute, if there is no node crashes or message drops, to provide more information to developers. To do so, DFix leverages the traditional dominating and post-dominating relationship analysis [12] and also extends it with causality information to reason beyond one thread or one node — if a causality child like an RPC handler has executed, we know for sure that the causality parent like the RPC caller has executed. This way, DFix can ensure that the waited-for instruction is guaranteed to execute for most message-timing bugs that we encountered in fault-free situation (Section 6.3).
inside DF_Start and DF_End in figure 6) is used to support the above checking and rollback or fast-forward.

To generate these patches, DFix takes several steps as sketched out in Algorithm 2:

First (line 2–4 in Algorithm 2), DFix decides where to insert logging code to allow its patch checking whether and where node \(N_{\text{fault}}\) has crashed inside the bug-timing window, by analyzing every path connecting \(A_1\) and \(A_2\). In the example shown in figure 6, the locations of DF_Start and DF_End are decided at this step. The details are presented in Section 4.2.

Next, DFix checks whether a fast-forward patch is suitable for the bug (line 7 in Algorithm 2). If so, DFix identifies all the crash-persistent operations that potentially need fast-forward, denoted as \(\mathcal{OP}_{FF}\) in Algorithm 2, decides how to pre-compute all the parameters needed by them before entering the buggy window (line 9), and generates the patch (line 12–17). The details of this step is presented in Section 4.3.

Finally, DFix checks whether a rollback patch is suitable for the bug (line 21). If so, DFix identifies all the crash-persistent operations that potentially need rollback, denoted as \(\mathcal{OP}_{RB}\) in Algorithm 2, inserts a content-checkpoint function right before each of these operations (line 28), and generates the remainder of the patch similar to that of a fast-forward patch (line 26–30). The details are presented in Section 4.4.

Note that, unlike generic transactional rollback or fast-forward design, DFix puts much attention to patch simplicity — if too complicated, the patch will probably not be accepted in practice anyway. As a result, although DFix attempts to generate a rollback patch and a fast-forward patch for every fault-timing bug, either or both attempts may fail as simple rollback/fast-forward patches do not exist for every bug.

4.2 How to Observe the Buggy Timing

To allow a DFix patch checking whether and where node \(N_{\text{fault}}\) has crashed inside the bug window \(A_1 - A_2\), logging code is inserted to mark the beginning and the end of the bug window, and all operations inside the window that might require rollback or fast-forward.

Figure 6. DFix fast-forward patch for the bug in figure 2 (this patch, in green, is essentially the same with developers’ patch; identities of \(A_1\), \(A_2\), and \(B\) are the inputs to DFix).

---

**Algorithm 2: Patching a fault-timing bug**

**Input:** \(A_1, A_2, B\)

1. /*locate the start and end of buggy window*/
2. LocStart = Before \((A_1)\);
3. LocEnd = CFGExitNodes \((A_1, A_2)\);
4. \(\mathcal{OP}\) = CrashPersistentOperations \((A_1, A_2)\);
5. /*Identify fastforward operations and their parameters*/
6. if \((\text{SafeFastFwd}(A_1, A_2))\) then
7. \(\mathcal{OP}_{FF}\) = RequireFastFwd \((\mathcal{OP})\);
8. Params\(_{\mathcal{OP}_{FF}}\) = Slicing \((\mathcal{OP}_{FF}, A_1)\);
9. /* Generate Fast-Forward Patch */
10. PATCH (Log \((\text{START})\), Params\(_{\mathcal{OP}_{FF}}\)) \(\rightarrow\) LocStart,
11. Log \((\text{END})\) \(\rightarrow\) LocEnd,
12. Log \((\text{OpID})\) \(\rightarrow\) After \((\mathcal{OP})\),
13. "IF(DF_CHECK()) {DF_FastFwd();}" @ Before\((B)\);
14. /* Identify rollback operations*/
15. if \((\text{SafeRollback}(A_1, A_2))\) then
16. \(\mathcal{OP}_{RB}\) = RequireRollBack \((\mathcal{OP})\);
17. /* Generate Roll-Back Patch*/
18. PATCH (Log \((\text{START})\) \(\rightarrow\) LocStart,
19. Log \((\text{END})\) \(\rightarrow\) LocEnd,
20. Log \((\text{OpID}, \text{Checkpoint})\) \(\rightarrow\) Before \((\mathcal{OP}_{RB})\),
21. "IF(DF_CHECK()) {DF_RollBack();}" @ Before\((B)\);
22. end
Specifically, DFix statically analyzes every path connecting \(A_1\) to \(A_2\) on the control flow graph (CFG), and conducts the following checking for every operation \(I\) along the path.

First, if \(I\) has a successor \(I'\) that cannot reach \(A_2\), DFix logs “END” right before \(I'\) to indicate the end of the bug-triggering fault window (line 14 and 27 in Algorithm 2) — that is how the two \(\text{DF}_\text{End}\) locations are decided in Figure 6.

Second, if \(I\) has side-effect beyond its local node \(N_{\text{fault}}\), including global file-system updates and message/RPC sending, DFix adds logging at \(I\) unless proved to be unnecessary later in Section 4.3 and 4.4. When \(I\) is a file operation, DFix places the logging right before and after the operation for rollback (line 28 in Algorithm 2) and fast-forward (line 15 in Algorithm 2) patches, respectively. This way, even if \(N_{\text{ fault}}\) crashes between \(I\) and the logging, we can still guarantee correct patch semantics. Every log entry is appended with node and process ID, source file and line number. In figure 6, the two operations tagged with \(U\) and \(A_2\) respectively are identified as having global side effects. Neither of them needs logging for different reasons: DFix decides \(U\) needs no fast-forward, which will be explained in Section 4.3, and hence does not insert logging for it; the logging for \(A_2\) is combined with the end-of-buggy-window logging inside \(\text{DF}_\text{End}\).

DFix currently only supports \(A_1\) and \(A_2\) coming from the same thread. We discuss how to obtain them for both subtypes of fault-timing bugs in Section 5.

### 4.3 Fast-Forward Design

At high level, a DFix fast-forward patch makes system updates that \(N_{\text{fault}}\) planned to but did not make due to its crash, which we refer to as operation fast-forward, so that the system can proceed as if \(N_{\text{fault}}\) crashed after the bug-triggering window.

Now that the DFix patch can decide which crash-persistent operations have yet executed (Section 4.2), we discuss below (1) how to identify operations that do not require fast-forward — the details behind the \(\text{RequireFastFwd}(\text{OP})\) on line 8 of Algorithm 2; (2) how to get parameters of a to-be-fast-forward operation with its execution context wiped out by the crash — the details behind the \(\text{Params}_{\text{OP}_f}\) on line 9 of Algorithm 2; (3) how to execute the operation \textit{on behalf of another node} (i.e., \(N_{\text{fault}}\)) — the details behind the \(\text{DF}_\text{FastFwd}\) function in Algorithm 2 and Figure 6.

Note that, DFix identifies and gives up its fast-forward patching in either of these two cases, which is represented by the \(\text{SafeFastFwd}\) function in line 7 of Algorithm 2. First, there is a thread-waiting (e.g., a condition variable wait) between \(A_1\) and \(A_2\). In this case, fast-forwarding any operation after the wait may require fast-forwarding the wait-for thread too, which greatly complicates the patch. Second, whether a may-fast-forward operation will be executed and what are its parameter values cannot be decided \textit{before} entering the buggy time window at runtime. We will elaborate on this case later.

#### Identify Operations That Need Fast-forward

The crash-persistent operations that \(N_{\text{fault}}\) did not execute did not all require fast-forward. Specifically, DFix skips two types of operations \(I\). First, \(I\) is post-dominated by another operation \(I'\) inside the buggy time window and they write to the same file, without any file read, synchronization, or communication operation in between. Second, a similar \(I'\) like the first case exists in code regions that post-dominate the failure site. For example, in figure 6, DFix static analysis identifies a deletedir operation that post-dominates the failure site and updates the same resource as createdir, which makes createdir unnecessary to fast forward. Consequently, the \(\text{DF}_\text{FastFwd}\) function in figure 6 executes the other crash-persistent operation inside the buggy window — the \(_\text{transit}\) function tagged as \(A_2\).

#### Fast-forward Parameter Preparation

A DFix patch needs to pre-evaluate and record all the parameter values of all operations that may need to be fast-forwarded by another node before entering the buggy time window. To do so, DFix uses static slicing to identify all the instructions used to compute a parameter value, and clone these instructions to the right before the buggy time window, just like how DFix pre-computes race-object identity in Section 3.5. Also like that in Section 3.5, DFix gives up its fast-forward patching if the pre-computation is not idempotent or relies on shared variables that might be updated by other threads during the buggy time window. In practice, file-update and message-sending parameters, like file paths, IP addresses, port numbers, and file/message content, are often constant or determined by thread-local variables, and hence can often pass the checking of DFix. At runtime, \(N_{\text{fault}}\) may crash right before or in between the pre-computation, since the pre-computation occurs right outside the buggy time window, such a node crash will not trigger any bugs.

Take the bug in figure 6 as an example. \(_\text{transit}\) has two parameters: \(\text{name}\) is a local variable and \(\text{OPENED}\) is a constant. In fact, \(\text{name}\) is updated to be \(\text{this.region.to}\text{String()}\) inside the process function. DFix identifies this assignment, and makes its patch pre-evaluates and records the content of \(\text{this.region.to}\text{String()}\) right before the buggy window, inside \(\text{DF}_\text{Start}\). Here, \(\text{region}\) is a final field and hence its value is guaranteed not to change.

These pre-computed parameter values, as well as their type information, are logged to a file. DFix uses protocol buffer [?] for non-primitive parameters. When another node attempts fast-forward, it retrieves parameter information from the file and then conducts fast-forward. In figure 6, this is inside \(\text{DF}_\text{FastFwd}\) in the HMaster node.

---

3When \(B\) is executed and hence the failure is perceived during the restart of \(N_{\text{fault}}\), local file updates are also identified.

4DFix has built-in knowledge about Java.io.File library.
**Operation Fast-forward** Finally, executing an operation on behalf of a different node is straight-forward for file updates, but requires API-specific handling for inter-node communication. The _transit function in figure 6 is a ZooKeeper API that any node can execute and achieve the same effect — certain znode is updated in ZooKeeper server with a particular value, which then causes ZooKeeper to send out corresponding messages. For socket message and RPC request sending, DFix pre-evaluates and records the destination IP address, port number, and message content in advance. We skip the detailed implementation for space constraints.

### 4.4 Rollback Design

At the high level, DFix’s rollback patch follows the traditional transaction undo-log approach [30, 34]. When \( N_{fault} \) executes inside the buggy window, right before every crash-persistent write, the DFix patch records the original content and the update location. Later on, if \( N_{fault} \) crashes inside the buggy window, the DFix patch rolls back \( N_{fault} \), pretending that \( N_{fault} \) crashed before the buggy window.

The main challenge is to balance patch simplicity and capability. At one extreme, to roll back arbitrary code, the patch could be very complicated in supporting coordinated rollback across many threads or nodes [19]. At the other extreme, existing single-node rollback techniques are simple, but too limited for many fault-timing bugs. For example, the rollback used in Section 3.4 to fix message-timing bugs and existing transactional memory techniques [34] do not support file or message rollbacks, and hence cannot help roll back crash-persistent operations. Existing file-system transaction techniques [6] do not handle message rollbacks; it is also impractical to change file-system in one bug patch.

**Solutions** DFix chooses a design that balances simplicity and capability: (1) it supports multi-thread and multi-node rollback, but is limited to the thread of \( A_1 \rightarrow A_2 \) on \( N_{fault} \) and the thread of the failure site where the crash is observed and rollback is launched, which we denote as \( B \) on \( N_B \) like HMaster-Thread 1 in figure 6; (2) it supports rollback of some common, but not all, heap accesses, file accesses, and messages.

Given a fault-timing bug, DFix first decides whether its rollback can fix this bug by statically analyzing every path between \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \). DFix gives up its rollback patching once it identifies (1) a thread-signal, a thread-creation, or an event enqueue; or (2) an inter-node communication whose recipient handler cannot be statically identified; or (3) a recipient handler with side effects beyond the thread of \( B \), \( A_1 \), and \( A_2 \). This is how the SafeRollback function on line 21 of Algorithm 2 works.

During the above static checking, DFix also identifies all operations that may require rollbacks — file updates and \( N_B \)'s heap updates. For simplicity and performance concerns, DFix further prunes out operations that do not require rollback: (1) any write \( w \) dominated by write \( w' \) that updates the same object or file in the buggy window; (2) any file update dominated by the creation of its parent directory in the buggy window. This is how \( \text{OP}_{\text{RN}} \) is computed on line 22 of Algorithm 2.

After a bug passes the above checking and has all the may-rollback operations identified, DFix inserts content recording before every such operation (line 28 in Algorithm 2). For a heap update, an object clone to a shadow object is inserted. For a file update, the current prototype of DFix simply copies the whole to-be-updated file into a shadow file, as well as records the original file name. This simple scheme could lead to performance problems for large files, and our future work will improve this part by recording only the updated file content or leveraging copy-on-write mechanisms like ref1ink provided by some file systems.

One issue of this implementation is that a file update, if it is towards a global file, may already be read by another node before the rollback. This is usually not a problem, because if another node could read the inconsistent file image, another fault-timing bug would have been reported. Our future implementation can also try buffering global-file updates.

### 4.5 Patch Correctness Analysis

DFix relies on several assumptions to work correctly. First, the input provided by front-end bug detectors is correct. If this assumption does not hold, fast-forward or rollback may be conducted while node \( N_{fault} \) is still alive, which could lead to software misbehaviors. This bug-detection problem goes beyond the scope of DFix bug fixing. Second, the target software uses standard APIs for thread creation/join, signal/wait, and other synchronization operations. As discussed in Section 4.3 and 4.4, DFix may give up its patching if another node could read the inconsistent file image, another fault-timing bug would have been reported. Our future implementation can also try buffering global-file updates.

DFix requires built-in knowledge about common library interfaces.

---

5 Like previous tracing [54] and bug detectors [48, 49] for distributed systems, DFix requires built-in knowledge about common library interfaces.
5 Implementation Details & Limitations

DFix is implemented using WALA Java byte code analysis framework v1.3.5 [37] and JavaParser v3.2.4 for a total of around 5000 lines of code.

Bug Report Pre-processing  Our current prototype uses bug reports automatically generated by a message-timing bug detector DCatch [48] and a fault-timing bug detector FCatch [49]. They are both dynamic bug detectors, and hence easily provide all the needed call stack and causality chain information. They also provide bug-triggering support, so that users can confirm whether a bug can truly cause severe failures before bug fixing.

The main information that is missing and has to be filled up by DFix is the buggy time window for fault order violations (figure 3c). FCatch reports A and B for this type of bug. A is clearly the end of the buggy fault time window. However, in practice, there is often a start point of the window — the bug is often not triggered if the node crashed too early. For example, the bug in figure 2 is a fault order violation, but the bug does not manifest if RS crashes earlier than OpenRegion. The current prototype of DFix uses the fault injection support provided by FCatch to figure out what is the start of the time window before B in the thread of B.

Library Specifications DFix identifies RPCs, message sending operations, event related functions, and synchronization following the related library interfaces, like VersionProto [9], ProtoBase [10], Hadoop GenericEventHandler [8], ZooKeeper [4], similar to previous work that dynamically analyzes and detects bugs in distributed systems [48, 49, 54]. DFix also contains built-in knowledge about Java basic file-operation APIs. A system that uses a different RPC, message, or event library would require customizing DFix with a new interface specification, which is easy to provide as also suggested by previous work [48, 49, 54].

Generate Source-code Patches DFix static analysis is conducted at WALA intermediate representation level, which WALA transfers from source code. At this level, all the object IDs are replaced by virtual register IDs. To generate source-code level patches for program developers to review, we translate the intermediate code back to source code leveraging a virtual-register-to-object map maintained by WALA.

Causality Clone Like previous tools that patch single-machine concurrency bugs [38, 39], DFix clones bug-related functions and applies its patch only in cloned functions, so that the patch only takes effect under the causality and calling context indicated by the bug report. Imagine the bug report indicates that a racing instruction is inside an RPC function foo remotely invoked by function bar. DFix would clone foo into a new function foo_DCFix, and add patching code in foo_DCFix but not foo. Similarly, DFix also clones bar into bar_DCFix, and changes bar_DCFix to invoke foo_DCFix. Since this clone technique is very similar to that in previous work [38], we skip the details due to space constraints.

Limitations of DFix DFix does not aim to fix all bugs. In fact, semantics-preserving simple patches do not exist for many bugs. As discussed earlier, DFix gives up on a message-timing bug, if the location that DFix chooses to initiate rollback, LocCheck, ends up on a different node from B; DFix gives up on fixing a fault-timing bug, if (1) the bug-triggering fault window boundaries cannot be identified or cannot be located in one thread and (2) the rollback/fast-forward may involve more than one thread on the crashed node. DFix also gives up on using fast-forward to fix a fault-timing bug, if it cannot correctly pre-compute the context of the to-be-fast-forward operations; DFix gives up on using rollback to fix a fault-timing bug, if the rollback goes beyond the faulty node and the system-failure node. Furthermore, DFix fixes bugs that are triggered under specific call stack and causality stack reported by the front-end detector. DFix cannot fix bugs that are not reported.

6 Evaluation

6.1 Methodology

Benchmarks To evaluate DFix, we try all the 22 harmful bugs reported by front-end bug detectors in their papers [48, 49]. These include 10 message-timing bugs by DCatch [48], with 3 atomicity violations and 7 order violations, and 12 fault-timing bugs by FCatch [49], with 7 atomicity violations and 5 order violations. These are real-world bugs in 4 widely used systems: Cassandra key-value stores (CA), HBase key-value stores (HB), Hadoop Mapreduce (MR), and ZooKeeper metadata management service (ZK).

DFix successfully fixes 17 out of these 22 benchmark bugs. The remaining 5 include 4 fault-timing bugs whose bug-triggering time window A1–A2 goes beyond one thread and hence cannot be handled by DFix; and one message-timing bug that cannot be reliably triggered and hence is dropped from our benchmark suite.

Table 1 provides details for these 17 bugs. Clearly, developers took a long time to fix them, with only 4 of them fixed in < 1 week. Note that, these bugs took long time to fix because they are considered not critical. Among them, 7 are tagged as top 10% important bugs by developers (i.e., 4 "blocker"s and 3 "critical"s), 7 are "major", 1 is "minor". The remaining 2 did not appear in bug-reporting systems.

The original papers showed more, but some bugs are fixed once some other bugs are fixed and hence we did not double count.

The time listed in Table 1 includes both bug-understanding time and patch-design time. We can only see that both are very time consuming, but cannot tell exactly how much time went to each from bug reports.
window. Under this setting, the original software fails about handling threads (AM1, OM2), and locks (OM4, OM5, OM6). to circular waits on event handling thread (OM3), message ZooKeeper library. It causes deadlocks for 6 benchmarks, due on third-party ZooKeeper servers and we cannot change the does not apply to AM2 and AM3, as racing objects are znodes operations. It fails to fix 8 out of 9 message-timing bugs. It locks and condition-variable signals/waits around racing never fail in our experiments.

50 – 100% of times in 20 runs; the software with DFix patches and injects node faults randomly in the bug-triggering time sleeps around racing operations for message-timing bugs, manual patches. Our stress testing inserts random-length through stress testing, code inspection, and comparison with patch only added sleep to lower the failure probability. The final manual patch did not completely fix — the manual that DFix cannot fix); there is one benchmark, AF2, that even and AF4 (they also cannot fix any of the 5 not in table 1 and 2 node after local-file cleanups can only fix 2 benchmarks, OM1 

Table 1. DFix benchmarks used in Section 6.2 – 6.3. Those 4/5-digit numbers are bug-IDs in bug databases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>App-BugID</th>
<th>LoC</th>
<th>Manual Fixing</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM1</td>
<td>CA-1011</td>
<td>61K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>Another node joins the cluster while one node is bootstrapping.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM2</td>
<td>HB-4539</td>
<td>188K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>A ZKnode node delete happening between a creation and a delete causes double delete exception.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM3</td>
<td>HB-4729</td>
<td>213K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>A ZKnode create happening between a creation and a delete causes double create exception.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM1</td>
<td>CA-extra1</td>
<td>61K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>The seed node sends the message so late that the follower shuts down itself.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM2</td>
<td>MR-3274</td>
<td>1.2M</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>A map entry is removed before read by rpc handler from another node.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM3</td>
<td>MR-4637</td>
<td>1.3M</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>An update event arrives in statemachine before it transferring to ASSIGNED state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM4</td>
<td>ZK-1144</td>
<td>102K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>A map entry is read by a socket message handler before local node puts it to the list.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM5</td>
<td>ZK-1270</td>
<td>110K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>A list element is read by a socket message handler before local node puts it to the list.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM6</td>
<td>ZK-1194</td>
<td>110K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>The follower registers the epoch before the leader.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF1</td>
<td>HB-2611</td>
<td>137K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>While RS taking over HLog, crashing between ZKHLog create and delete causes data loss.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF2</td>
<td>HB-12241</td>
<td>137K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>While RS taking over HLog, crashing between ZKLock create and delete causes data loss.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF3</td>
<td>ZK-1653</td>
<td>67K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>A node crashes between two file updates cause data inconsistency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF1</td>
<td>CA-5393</td>
<td>159K</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>While taking snapshot, the leader will hang if the follower loses its ack message.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF2</td>
<td>CA-6415</td>
<td>159K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>While collecting merkle tree, the leader will hang if the follower loses its tree message.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF3</td>
<td>CA-extra2</td>
<td>159K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>While processing antientropy, the leader will hang if the follower loses its response.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF4</td>
<td>HB-10090</td>
<td>536K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>HMMaster will hang if the META-region open message is lost.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Root Cause: Fault Atomicity Violations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Bug-ID</th>
<th>LoC</th>
<th>Manual Fixing</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AF1</td>
<td>HB-2611</td>
<td>137K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>While RS taking over HLog, crashing between ZKHLog create and delete causes data loss.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF2</td>
<td>HB-12241</td>
<td>137K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>While RS taking over HLog, crashing between ZKLock create and delete causes data loss.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF3</td>
<td>ZK-1653</td>
<td>67K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>A node crashes between two file updates cause data inconsistency.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Root Cause: Fault Atomicity Violations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Bug-ID</th>
<th>LoC</th>
<th>Manual Fixing</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OF1</td>
<td>CA-5393</td>
<td>159K</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>While taking snapshot, the leader will hang if the follower loses its ack message.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF2</td>
<td>CA-6415</td>
<td>159K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>While collecting merkle tree, the leader will hang if the follower loses its tree message.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF3</td>
<td>CA-extra2</td>
<td>159K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>While processing antientropy, the leader will hang if the follower loses its response.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF4</td>
<td>HB-10090</td>
<td>536K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>HMMaster will hang if the META-region open message is lost.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Root Cause: Message Atomicity Violations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Bug-ID</th>
<th>LoC</th>
<th>Manual Fixing</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM1</td>
<td>CA-1011</td>
<td>61K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>Another node joins the cluster while one node is bootstrapping.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM2</td>
<td>HB-4539</td>
<td>188K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>A ZKnode node delete happening between a creation and a delete causes double delete exception.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM3</td>
<td>HB-4729</td>
<td>213K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>A ZKnode create happening between a creation and a delete causes double create exception.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM1</td>
<td>CA-extra1</td>
<td>61K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>The seed node sends the message so late that the follower shuts down itself.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM2</td>
<td>MR-3274</td>
<td>1.2M</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>A map entry is removed before read by rpc handler from another node.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM3</td>
<td>MR-4637</td>
<td>1.3M</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>An update event arrives in statemachine before it transferring to ASSIGNED state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM4</td>
<td>ZK-1144</td>
<td>102K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>A map entry is read by a socket message handler before local node puts it to the list.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM5</td>
<td>ZK-1270</td>
<td>110K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>A list element is read by a socket message handler before local node puts it to the list.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM6</td>
<td>ZK-1194</td>
<td>110K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>The follower registers the epoch before the leader.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Root Cause: Message Order Violations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Bug-ID</th>
<th>LoC</th>
<th>Manual Fixing</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM1</td>
<td>CA-1011</td>
<td>61K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>Another node joins the cluster while one node is bootstrapping.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM2</td>
<td>HB-4539</td>
<td>188K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>A ZKnode node delete happening between a creation and a delete causes double delete exception.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM3</td>
<td>HB-4729</td>
<td>213K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>A ZKnode create happening between a creation and a delete causes double create exception.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM1</td>
<td>CA-extra1</td>
<td>61K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>The seed node sends the message so late that the follower shuts down itself.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM2</td>
<td>MR-3274</td>
<td>1.2M</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>A map entry is removed before read by rpc handler from another node.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM3</td>
<td>MR-4637</td>
<td>1.3M</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>An update event arrives in statemachine before it transferring to ASSIGNED state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM4</td>
<td>ZK-1144</td>
<td>102K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>A map entry is read by a socket message handler before local node puts it to the list.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM5</td>
<td>ZK-1270</td>
<td>110K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>A list element is read by a socket message handler before local node puts it to the list.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM6</td>
<td>ZK-1194</td>
<td>110K</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>The follower registers the epoch before the leader.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall results. (*: manual patching takes so long that the software has changed too much for performance comparison; $T_{correct}$: no sleep inserted, baseline is original software; $T_{buggy}$: sleep inserted to trigger the bug, baseline is manual patch; #: goes down with shorter sleep.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Manual</th>
<th>DFix</th>
<th>Naive</th>
<th>$T_{correct}$</th>
<th>$T_{buggy}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.2 -0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.4 -1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4 21.2$^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.7 23.3$^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
<td>0   0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM5</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
<td>0   0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM6</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>0.8 -0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>-4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>0.1 -0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-3.4</td>
<td>-4.0 -0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.6 -1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
<td>0.6 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>-4.3 3.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Naïve patches for fault-timing bugs always restart the crashed node after clean up local temporary files (e.g., we clean up the hadoop.tmp.dir directory). This strategy can fix 1 out of 8 fault-timing bugs (i.e., AF4). For the 4 order violations, simply restarting the crashed node does not help.
sending a message that another node is waiting for; for 3
atomicity violations (AF1, AF2, AF3), the node crash left
inconsistency among global files and local cleanup does not
work. Furthermore, restart without local cleanup cannot fix
any bugs.

**Performance** We have measured performance of DFix patches
under both correct timing and bug-triggering timing, indicated by $T_{correct}$ and $T_{buggy}$ in table 2.

DFix patches introduce almost no overhead under correct
timing, comparing with the original software with no code
changes ($T_{correct}$ in table). No sleep/fault was injected and the baseline run-time varies from 1 second to half a minute
in different benchmarks. We take the average of 40 runs
for every performance number in the table. As we can see,
the overhead of both manual and DFix patches are negli-
gible. The only exception is that, the manual patch inserts
a random sleep for AF2, which can lead to huge overhead
non-deterministically and leads to a 13% overhead on av-
erage in our experiments. Both manual patches and DFix
patches occasionally incur negative overheads. The amount
is negligible and is caused by fluctuation of the running
environment.

DFix patches are as fast as manual patches under the bug-
triggering timing for all but 2 benchmarks, OM2 and OM3
($T_{buggy}$ in table). We use the manually patched software
as baseline, because the original software fails under bug-
triggering timing. For OM2, OM3, manual patches actually
changed the original software data structure, related pro-
cessing algorithms and semantics, so that the $B$ operation
no longer needs to wait for $A$ operation. The 20% overhead
of DFix in actually *inevitable* for any semantic-preserving
patches — to trigger the bug, 1–20 seconds of random sleeps
are inserted, which not only delays $A$ but also $B$ to guarantee
$B$ executes after $A$. In manual patch, $B$ does not wait for $A$
and hence is not delayed for that 1–20 seconds. In fact, this
overhead is much smaller when we trigger bugs with short
sleeps.

There are 3 benchmarks, AF1, AF3, and AF4, that DFix can
generate two patches, a fast-forward and a rollback patch.
Table 1 only reports the performance of their fast-forward
patches. The performance of rollback patches is similar.

### 6.3 Patch details

**Message-timing patches** Among the 9 message-timing
bugs, 5 of them (AM1, AM2, AM3, OM2, and OM3) require
inter-node rollbacks, while the other 4 are fixed through
intra-node rollbacks. Among these 4, three of them have their
race operations inside synchronized blocks. Consequently, DFix identifies rollback destination outside the synchronized
blocks to avoid deadlocks. Object-specific flag IDs (Section
3.5) are crucial for 5 of them (AM1, AM2, AM3, OM2, OM3).

As discussed in Section 3.6, DFix proves 7 of 9 bug patches
to be deadlock free – the waited-for instruction is guaranteed
to execute. For the remaining two benchmarks (AM1 and OM2), their waited-for instructions are inside a branch body
of the heartbeat handler. Static analysis cannot guarantee
those instructions will execute and also cannot identify a
location, after which those instructions definitely will not
execute due to the periodic nature of heartbeat protocol. DFix
uses timeouts in all its patches to prevent infinite rollbacks.

**Fault-timing Patches** As shown in table 3, fast-forward
and rollback each can fix most but not all of these 8 bench-
marks. Fast-forward can fix all but two bugs. For AF2 and
OF3, the parameter pre-evaluation depends on shared vari-
ables whose content might be changed later during $N_{fault}$’s
execution in the buggy window. Consequently, DFix gives
up. Rollback can fix all but three bugs, OF1, OF2, and OF4.
The buggy windows of these three bugs contain inter-node
communication that DFix cannot handle. These two strate-
gies nicely complement each other and work together to help
DFix fixes all these 8 bugs.

The last two columns of table 3 present the number of
crash-persistent operations inside each buggy time window.
One bug’s window only involves file updates; 3 only involve
message sending; the remaining 4 involve both types of
operations. For AF2 and OF4, some of their crash-persistent
operations are considered as unnecessary for rollback/fast-
forward through DFix static analysis, as discussed in Section
4.3 and 4.4.

**Simplicity** DFix patches for all the 17 benchmarks range
between 5 to a little over 20 lines of code, excluding utility
functions like logging and wait-with-timeouts in DFix
library. The path-size differences are mainly affected by the
complexity of pre-computing the race-object identity, and
the number of crash-persistent operations.

**Patch Generation** The static analysis used by DFix to gen-
erate patches is scalable, as the analysis is applied only to
bug related call stacks and causality stacks. All the patches
are generated within 200 seconds in our experiments.

**Comparison with Manual Patches** 10 out of 17 bugs
are fixed by developers using *exactly the same* strategy as
DFix. One bug’s manual patch (AF2) does not completely

### Table 3. DFix fault-timing patches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Fast-forward Fixed?</th>
<th>Rollback Fixed?</th>
<th>#crash-persistent Ops</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>raw</td>
<td>optimized</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF2</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF3</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


work. For the other 6, developers redesigned algorithms/data-structures, so that the race operations either disappear (3 bugs) or the originally unexpected timing no longer causes failures (3 bugs). The former three patches are much more complicated, and the latter three are simpler than DFix patches.

Here are two examples where patches manually developed by programmers use exactly the same strategy as patches automatically generated by DFix. Bug ZK-1270 (OM5) is a message-timing bug: \(O_1\), a local operation, races with \(O_2\), an operation inside a message-handler. Manual patch introduces a variable to indicate if \(O_1\) has executed (like DFix in Section-3.3) and rolls back \(O_2\)’s message handler when the checking fails (like DFix in Section-3.4). Manual-patch’s re-execution region is the same as DFix-patch. Bug ZK-1653 (AF4) is a fault-timing bug: a node writes new epoch-ID to file \(A\) and then \(B\). If it crashes in between, restart would fail due to inconsistent epoch-IDs in \(A\)-and-\(B\). The manual patch creates a flag-file to indicate whether \(A\) and/or \(B\) was updated, just like DFix. Using that file, restart checks if the crash was in between and, if so, copies new epoch-ID from \(A\) to \(B\), just like how DFix fast-forwards \(B\)’s missing update.

7 Related Work

Automated Bug Fixing Motivated by the huge cost in bug fixing and its huge impact to software availability, much research has been conducted for automating patch generation recently [22, 41, 65, 69]. In addition to single-node concurrency bug fixing techniques discussed in Section 1.1, other auto-fixing techniques have also been proposed. Some of them focus on specific types of bugs that are unrelated to distributed timing bugs [27, 60]; some use program verification and synthesis techniques to fit patches that fit a specific template (e.g., only change one variable or one operator in software) [18, 52]; and many techniques use heuristics to search software mutation space to find mutations that can pass all regression tests [44]. None of them suits the problem of fixing distributed timing bugs, where the program space is huge and the bug exists in timing, instead of computation logic.

Distributed Timing-Bug Detection Bug detection [17, 48, 49] and model checking tools [32, 43, 45, 47, 63] have been proposed to detect distributed timing bugs. They are all potential front ends to auto-fixing tools like DFix.

Note that, bug detection tools can help but cannot replace bug fixing tools. As we can see in the design of DFix, even after the details of a bug are known, there are still many program analysis and reasoning required to produce a patch. It is desirable to relieve developers from such costly and error-prone effort.

Improving Distributed System Availability Program verification and auto-proving [35, 68] is a promising direction to build highly available distributed systems. Existing techniques cannot scale to large distributed systems with many protocols, and sacrifice performance greatly.

PAR [13] uses protocol-specific knowledge to design correct disk-failure recovery routines in cloud storage that is built upon replicated state machine (RSM) protocol. It does not help fixing our bugs, as none of them is from RSM protocol. Olive [61] describes an approach, lock with intent, that provides exactly-once semantics for a transaction of operations that work on certain type of global storage. It is very effective for fault tolerance of certain type of transactions, and can help fix some of our fault-timing bugs like AF1 – AF3, but cannot help other fault-timing bugs that go beyond storage problems and involve more complicated storage systems. These fault tolerance techniques do not help fix the message-timing bugs.

8 Conclusion

Distributed timing bugs widely exist in distributed systems and take long time to fix. Fixing them encounters unique synchronization and scope challenges. In this paper, DFix explores using carefully designed rollback and fast-forward to handle bug-triggering timing and fixes distributed timing bugs without introducing new bugs. DFix is just a starting point. Future work can further explore the design space of patch coverage and patch simplicity.
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